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Earlier in this issue, Lau and Kobn [ 11 (hereafter LK) have carefully calculated 
the asymptotic form of the indirect electronic [“pair”] interaction between two 

adatoms [2], for several free-electron substrates, appropriate to simple metals. They 
also applied their techniques to adsorption on the simplest model of transition met- 
als, the single-band, tight-binding model for a simple cubic crystal, studied by Ein- 
stein and Schrief’fer [3], LK’s elegant approach, however, requires several extremely 
restrictive conditions: substrate isotropy, weak adatom-substrate coupling, and 

poor matching of adatom and Fermi energies. This paper sketches a more general 
approach to the calculation of the asymptotic pair interaction which avoids all 

these restrictions [4,5], For most physically reasonable choices of the model param- 
eters, the general asymptotic expression is inadequate to describe the actual pair 
interaction energy at the separations at which the adatotns interact with significant 
strength, except perhaps at the coarsest order-of-magnitude level. Moreover. the 
asymptotic limit often leaves out much of the important physics, saying essentially 
that a singIe wavefunction (the highest occupied) dominates the substrate’s 
response [6]. 

LK’s method relies unnecessarily on a relatively weak adatom--substrate cou- 
pling parameter I’, thereby excluding completely the strong-adsorption regime in 
which a surface molecule is formed [3,7]; it also requires the substrate Fermi 
energy 6‘,. to be far from the characteristic adatotn energy level c’,, thereby 
excluding the energies relevant to covalent chernisorption. An asymptotic expres- 
sion is generated for arbitrary substrate Fermi energy and V(but only in the high 
symmetry directions) by focusing on the propagator between sites of the unper- 
turbed substrate surface. A table compares these results with exact results [3] and 
with the expression used implicitly by LK. The asymptotic expression adequately 

reproduces the exact behavior for large interadatom separations (R of several lattice 
spacings) but does not do well for smaller R. As expected, LK’s expression, which 
requires an isotropic Fermi surface, agrees well with the general asymptotic expres- 
sion [only] near the bottom of the band. Near the band edge, the asymptotic 
expression becomes a wurse approximation for the small-K behavior as F,: further 
approaches the edge, due to a breakdown of the asymptotic assumption. This 
regime is physicahy interesting (the interaction is always attractive) but of little 
practical consequence, 
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Capsulizing the needed formalism , one writes the interaction energy between 
an atom adsorbed above some site which can be callerd the origin, 0. and a second 
adatom at a site labeled II = (II,, II,).) [where n, and f~), are integers and tile lattice 
constant is set to one so that [S] R,, = /TV as 12.3.91 

V is the Anderson model [lo] adatom -substrate matrix element; the unit of this 
and all other energies is one-sixth the substrate bandwidth (i.e. T = l/2). The energy 
zero is the band center. The renormalized diagonal (ireen’s function for the adatom 
is 

G,,(E) = G,,(E)/[ 1 ~~ V* G,,(E) G&E)] --f [E tiO I’* Goo(fi)] I, (2) 

where the final expression applies when the unperturbed atom is described by a sin- 
gle eigenvalue 15’~. Finally, the substrate propagator is C&(Sl is the sum over the 

square surface Brillouti zone of exp(ip . n) where p is the two-dimensional crystal 
momentum, times 

G@‘, p) = 2{ [E -” E(p)] + i [ 1 t (E -I?@))~ I’/*} , (3 

where E(p) is the tight-binding eigenenergy --cos ps -.I~_,.. 

TO obtain the asymptotic form of AFi,,,, one first expands the logarithm in 

(l), yielding 

(4) 

Obviously the intergrand of eq. (4) must be small to allow this expansion but this 
smallness can always be achieved via Go,,, for moderate R,,; no weak-V ansatz is 

needed. LK’s neglect of the V2 term in eq. (2) eliminates the possibility of the 
bonding and antibonding resonances of a surface molecule and produces an unphys- 

ical divergence at EP = E, [1 11. Moreover, the energy range near E, is optimal for 
this model since the covalent bonding effects are strongest, and correspondingly the 
charge transfer is minimal, obviating the need for ad hoc self-consistency attempts 

[21’ 
The asymptotic form of Go,, has been computed at all energies for the two synn- 

metry directions (10) and X 11) i.e. fzJ, = 0 and y1! = II,. respectively. This form is 

dominated by the singularities in G(h.,p) at ~5’ = I:‘(pj 2 1. For /El > 1 (the outer 
thirds of the band), only one of these enters. To get Go,~(E) an integral in the 6 
direction is first evaluated [4] using Lighthill’s results for generalized functions 

[ 121. The integral in the perpendicular direction is then carried out with stationary 
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phase arguments [ 131 yielding (for 16‘1> 1) 

I --&I(3 - lEI)(IEl - w2 
t, 

X exp{-iR, COS-l 
Go,(E) - ’ 

[(2-(E()sgnE]}, fi=(lO); 

i (3 - lE])(lEl + 1) ‘I2 
_m- 

r&z [- (WI - 1) I 

X exp{ -ifi R, cos -‘[i(l -lE‘])sgnEJ}, A=(Il); 

(5) 

where sgn E = E/IEI. In the middle third of the band, both singularities in eq. (3) 
contribute. In the (10) direction, they cance1, indicating Go,~ goes as l/R: at best; 
in the ( 11) direction (for lE I < l), they added [4,5], giving two phase factors. Using 
the exponential oscillatory in R,, eq. (4) is integrated by parts to give, for EF < -1, 

aEint - - f(3 + EF)‘/2f(yi) Re [G&(~F)G~,n(&‘F)] + 0(RL7>, 
n 

where fin) is (-1 - EF)1/2 and [(I - EF)/2] ‘I2 in the (10) and (11) directions, 
respectively [ 141. 

To recover LK’s result, consider the case E= -3 + e, e > 0, and set k = (2~)~‘~. 
In both directions eq. (5) reduces to 

GQ(E) - -iF’ kRi2 exp(-ikR,), (7) 

and, since either f becomes just v/2, eq. (6) reduces to LK’s eq. (3.9) when G,, is 
replaced by G,, [i.e. the V2 term neglected in eq. (2)]. 

If eq. (6) is indeed an adequate weak-V approximation to eq. (1) for small R,, 

then Go,,(EF) should be well approximated by its asymptotic form. Table 1 dis- 
plays [.5] both the exact substrate propagator and the asymptotic expressions given 

in eq. (5). (Only energies in the lower half band are listed since each part is sym- 
metric or antisymmetric about the center.) Re (-G.&} is also tabulated, since eq. 
(6) suggests &int is proportioned to this quantity (away from single-adatom reso- 
nances, at least). The asymptotic expression does not do an adequate job of approx- 
imating the exact results, except for the largest values of R,, where the interaction 
is too small to be of physical significance. Table 1 also lists Re {-G6,n} for the iso- 

tropic case [eq. (7)] used implicitly by LK; it closely resembles the general asymp- 
totic result only near the band edge, Thus the inadequacy of the asymptotic 
approximation is not alleviated by taking the anisotropy fully into account. 

Even near the bottom of the band, the scenario is more subtle than anticipated. 
(a) In LK’s fig. 3, the curves suggested by the open circles representing “exact” 
energies are not damped cosinusoidal curves at all but just negative curves decaying 
with increasing R, indicating that the interaction is always attractive. Accordingly, 
in LK’s graph for E, = -5.6T (E = 0.2) th e interaction energy for R = 1 (not 
plotted) is -2.8 in the units of their graph rather than something positive and large! 
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(b) Eqs. (5) and (7) suggest that the density of states varies as el’* near the band 
edge, as for the bulk. At a surface the density of states is narrowed and smoothed 
[15,16], producing a E 3/2 singularity at the edge. 
(c) In table 1, the exact values of Im Go,~, and hence Re {-G8,,}neal the edge bear 
no resemblance to the asymptotic values for small R, even though LK showed that 

the pair interactions themselves should sometimes be comparable. 
The source of all this peculiar behavior lies in the implicit assumption that 

kI.R 9 1. For E small, Im G(!?,p) becomes 2(2e -P~)I’~, i.e., isotropic, and 

In1 Go,,,(E) = r -In’* 1 Jo&) f(1 - t’)” dt, 

0 

where t = jp 1/(2~)“~ and s = R(2e) ‘1’ = kR For s 9 1, the asymptotic form of the . 
Bessel function can be used, producing a generalized function [la] expression and 

ultimately [4] the imaginary part of eq. (7). For s < 1, insertion of the small-argu- 
ment expansion for J, yields a density of states going as e3i2 and independent of n 
(to order e5j2R2 ) [.5]. This result explains the surprising small-e results in table 1. 
Away from resonances the integrand of eq. (4) now is proportional to Re Go,,&-3), 
with all R, dependence coming through Re GIJ, at the band edge [ 171. Since Re 
G(-3) is always negative [3], lint is also, For larger R,: s becomes greater than 
one, and the analysis falters. Physically [ 181 in the small-s regime the adatoms cou- 
ple to the lowest, bonding Bloch states of the substrate; since their wavelengths are 
long compared to R, the adatoms couple in phase. (For E = 0.2 and 0.5, as in LK’s 
fig. 3, kF is 0.632 and 1.00, respectively, in inverse lattice constants.) Hence the 
pair interaction is uniformly attractive. Correspondingly, near the top of the band, 
the substrate orbitals are maximally out of phase. The sign of the interaction alter- 
nates with each lattice step of separation (going as -(-l)““‘“Y). 

In conclusion, the Rd5-damped cosinusoidal asymptotic form of aE-i.,(R) has 
again [3 ,15,19] been demonstrated for the outer thirds of the band; in the central 

third evidence suggests a decay going at least this fast (perhaps Re7 in the (10) 

direction) with a probably more complicated phase factor. This phase may be fur- 
ther complicated by broad adsorption resonances, near (in energy) which the per- 

turbed adatom density of states (Im G,,) brings the imaginary part of the squared 
substrate propagator (lm {G6,,1}) into play. In practically all physically important 
situations on transition metals (as represented by a tight-binding model) the asymp- 

totic expression does not give a good account of the indirect interaction. It will be 
correspondingly intriguing to check chemisorption onto a two-dimensional tight- 

binding model of surface states to find the minimum R for which LK’s novel R-* 

dependence for jelIium is reproduced. 
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